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Delta Testing Solutions

Leading product ops teams use Centercode to identify 
real-world issues to fix, areas to improve, and what their 
users love in order to build amazing products.
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Centercode's delta testing platform is built on decades of experience user testing the world's most successful products. We offer solo 
acts and established teams the perfect mix of process and technology to hit their goals, no matter what their use case is.

Centercode has helped high-growth technology companies and modern enterprises leverage targeted 
users in real-world environments to validate products of every type with less time invested.

Product Launch
Engage with your your target 
market to bring new products 
and services to market

Product Growth
Recruit existing customers to 
continuously mature your live 
products and services

Customer Zero
Gather employee feedback to 
enhance your products while 
fostering a product culture

Competitive Edge
Enlist competitors' customers 
to gain rapid and actionable 
intel about their products

Dogfooding
Alpha Tests
Employee Tests

USE CASES:
Competitive Intelligence
Market Tests
Comparative Research

USE CASES:
Progressive Delivery
Early Access
Advisory Boards

USE CASES:
Beta Tests
User Acceptance Tests
Field Tests

USE CASES:

The Centercode Platform drives success in every aspect of your testing 
program — from planning and recruiting, to engagement, feedback 
management, and analysis. It offers powerful automation to maximize 
resources, save you time, and enable the user testing results you've 
always dreamed of.

Delta Testing Platform

Our global network of fully profiled testers makes it easy fill every slot in 
your project with enthusiastic users from your target audience — no 
matter how niche your requirements are. User and technology profiles 
mean you can find the right people with the right mix of technographic 
environments for your tests.

Tester Network

Release Sooner

Gain Participation

½ ⭐ 
INCREASE

75%
INCREASE

Save Time

40%+ 
DECREASE

Why Centercode?

in product ratings test cycles

in tester engagement in time managing tests

Increase Revenue

50% 
FASTER

http://www.centercode.com

